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ABSTRACT. We investigate the relationship between conformal and spin structure on lorentzian
manifolds and see how their compatibility influences the formulation of rigid supersymmetric
field theories. In dimensions three, four, six and ten, we show that if the Dirac current associ-
ated with a generic spinor defines a null conformal Killing vector then the spinor must obey a
twistor equation with respect to a certain connection with torsion. Of the theories we consider,
those with classical superconformal symmetry in Minkowski space can be reformulated as rigid
supersymmetric theories on any lorentzian manifold admitting twistor spinors. In dimensions
six and ten, we also describe rigid supersymmetric gauge theories on bosonic minimally super-
symmetric supergravity backgrounds.
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2 DE MEDEIROS
1. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry continues to provide a powerful framework for the precise understanding of
many important structures in quantum field theory. Given a field theory with rigid supersym-
metry in flat space, it is often possible to couple it to supergravity in such a way that it retains
local supersymmetry in curved space. It is well-known that supersymmetric couplings of this
kind can be induced holographically in a superconformal field theory in Minkowski space that
is dual to a string theory in an asymptotically anti-de Sitter background. A goal which has
attracted an increasing amount of attention in the recent literature is the characterisation
of rigid supersymmetry for field theories in curved space [1–7]. This is a natural question
which has been addressed in several isolated cases some time ago (e.g. see [8,9] and references
therein).
Recent interest in this topic stems primarily from the impressive results obtained by Pestun
in [10] for Wilson loops in maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on S4. The calculation
was accomplished by using a rigid supersymmetry of the theory on S4 to localise the path
integral and reduce it to an exactly solvable matrix model. A key ingredient is the contribution
from non-minimal curvature couplings that are required to realise rigid supersymmetry on
S4. The scalar curvature plays the rôle of an infrared regulator in correlation functions. This
localisation technique has since been replicated in several other contexts to yield many more
important exact results. For example, in [11, 12] it was applied to superconformal Chern-
Simons theories on S3, heralding many breakthroughs in our understanding of M2-branes.
More recently, it has also been used in the context of rigid supersymmetric gauge theories on
S5 [13–16] to confirm a number of expected properties for M5-branes [17,18].
The broad scope for potential applications of this localisation technique in a wider class of
rigid supersymmetric field theories in curved space has motivated a more systematic review
of their construction. The strategy advocated by Festuccia and Seiberg in [1] has led the way.
In four dimensions, they described how a large class of rigid supersymmetric non-linear σ-
models in curved space can be obtained by taking a decoupling limit (in which the Planck
mass goes to infinity) of the corresponding locally supersymmetric theory coupled to minimal
supergravity. In this limit, the gravity supermultiplet is effectively frozen out, leaving only the
fixed bosonic supergravity fields as data encoding the geometry of the supersymmetric curved
background. Following this paradigm, several other works [2–7] have explored the structure
of rigid supersymmetry for field theories in three and four dimensions on curved manifolds
in both euclidean and lorentzian signature. Since the localisation technique described above
is most straightforwardly applied on compact manifolds, the natural focus of much of this
work has been on the riemannian case though the lorentzian case, which is more suited to
holographic applications, is also treated specifically in [1,2,6,7].
For a supersymmetric field theory in four-dimensional Minkowski space, there is a well-defined
recipe [19] for analytically continuing to euclidean signature in the path integral. For super-
multiplets involving Majorana fermions in lorentzian signature, at the classical level, the naive
Wick rotation to euclidean signature is compatible only with a complexified form of the original
supersymmetry algebra, effectively doubling the number of fermionic degrees of freedom. The
balance can be restored classically by performing another Wick rotation with respect to the R-
symmetry to recover a different real form of the original superalgebra in euclidean signature.
Alternatively, as in [19], one can restore the balance at the quantum level by summing over
only a chiral projection of the complexified fermions in the path integral. For rigid supersym-
metric field theories in curved space though, the relationship between lorentzian and euclidean
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signature is typically less transparent and some critical distinctions in four dimensions were
clarified in [6,7].
The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationship between conformal and spin struc-
ture on lorentzian manifolds, and how their compatibility influences the formulation of rigid
supersymmetric field theories. To this end, we will focus on some well-known minimal su-
permultiplets in spacetime dimensions three, four, six and ten. On a curved lorentzian spin
manifold, a field theory with a rigid symmetry generated by at least one spinor supercharge
will be referred to as being minimally supersymmetric. This should be contrasted with the
situation in Minkowski space where minimal supersymmetry means that the number of lin-
early independent supercharges equals the dimension of the spinor representation to which
the supercharges belong. In dimensions three and four, we shall recover no more than what is
already known in the literature. At least by way of review, this should help contextualise some
of the new results we obtain in dimensions six and ten within a more general framework. If a
field theory on a lorentzian spin manifoldM has a rigid supersymmetry generated by a spinor
² and its associated Dirac current ξ generates a null conformal isometry ofM that is compat-
ible with the spin structure, we will see that ² must obey a twistor spinor equation with respect
to a certain connection with torsion, whose form is dictated by the isotropy group of ². We will
investigate the integrability conditions resulting from this twistor spinor equation and identify
maximally supersymmetric solutions in dimensions three, four and six. For theories with clas-
sical superconformal symmetry in Minkowski space, we show how their conformal coupling on
a lorentzian spin manifold gives a rigid minimally supersymmetric field theory provided the
supersymmetry parameter is a twistor spinor. In dimensions six and ten, we also describe the
formulation of rigid minimally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on bosonic supersymmetric
backgrounds of the corresponding minimal Poincaré supergravity theories.
For the most part, the rigid supersymmetry we describe in dimensions three, four, six and
ten is very much predicated on the special properties of spinors in lorentzian signature. It is
possible that some of these results could be transplanted into euclidean signature though we
will not investigate that possibility here. In conformity with much of the existing literature,
we shall ignore total derivative terms which arise from varying lagrangians. A systematic
treatment of consistent supersymmetric boundary conditions for field theories on the class
of lorentzian spin manifolds of interest is well beyond the scope of the present work. It is
also perhaps worth emphasising that our analysis will be entirely classical. In dimensions
greater than four, the supersymmetric field theories we consider are of course not expected
to be perturbatively renormalisable and should only be thought of as the low-energy effective
description in cases which admit a consistent ultraviolet completion.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe conventions and review
some useful properties and identities for Clifford algebras and spinor representations in lorent-
zian signature. Section 3 contains a brief review of twistor spinors on lorentzian manifolds,
focussing on pertinent classification results together with several special cases and general-
isations that will be used in later sections. Section 4 describes our field theory conventions
and illustrates the relationship between rigid supersymmetry and conformal coupling using
the simple example of a free scalar supermultiplet. We then proceed to apply these ideas in
the construction of rigid minimally supersymmetric field theories in dimensions three, four,
six and ten. Section 5 describes the construction of off-shell gauge and matter supermultiplets
on lorentzian three-manifolds admitting a twistor spinor (or a Killing spinor in the case of the
supersymmetric Yang-Mills lagrangian). Section 6 does likewise for off-shell Yang-Mills and
matter supermultiplets on lorentzian four-manifolds admitting a twistor spinor. In this case,
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if the Dirac current associated with the supersymmetry parameter generates a conformal iso-
metry of the four-manifold then the supersymmetry parameter must obey a twistor spinor
equation with respect to the same superconnection derived from minimal conformal super-
gravity in four dimensions (a result which was first obtained in [6]). In section 7, we construct
off-shell Yang-Mills and on-shell matter and tensor supermultiplet couplings on lorentzian
six-manifolds admitting a twistor spinor. We also describe how to accommodate a supersym-
metric Yang-Mills lagrangian for a special type of algebraic twistor spinor in six dimensions.
Furthermore, we construct non-minimal couplings which define the off-shell Yang-Mills super-
multiplet on any bosonic supersymmetric background of minimal Poincaré supergravity in six
dimensions. In section 8, we construct the on-shell Yang-Mills supermultiplet on any bosonic
supersymmetric background of minimal Poincaré supergravity in ten dimensions. We also com-
ment on the obstructions to formulating Berkovits’ (partially) off-shell version of this theory
on a ten-dimensional lorentzian spin manifold when the rigid supersymmetry is generated by
generic twistor spinors. Sections 7.1.1 and 8.1.1 contain a brief synopsis of the classification of
bosonic supersymmetric solutions of minimal Poincaré supergravity in dimensions six and ten.
Finally, in section 8.1.2, we conclude with a brief summary of how the aforementioned rigid
minimally supersymmetric Yang-Mills multiplet in ten dimensions follows from a particular
decoupling limit of the locally supersymmetric Chapline-Manton theory.
2. CLIFFORD ALGEBRA AND SPINOR CONVENTIONS ON LORENTZIAN MANIFOLDS
We take Minkowski space R1,d−1 to be equipped with mostly plus signature flat metric ηµν =
diag(−1,+1, ...,+1) and orientation tensor ε01...d−1 =−ε01...d−1 =±1. It is worth noting the iden-
tity εµ1...µkρk+1...ρdε
ν1...νkρk+1...ρd =−k!(d−k)!δν1[µ1 ...δ
νk
µk]
, where indices are raised using the inverse
metric ηµν.
The Clifford algebra C`(1,d−1) contains elements Γµ that are subject to the defining relation
ΓµΓν+ΓνΓµ = 2ηµν1. A convenient basis for the Clifford algebra is given in terms of elements
Γµ1...µk =Γ[µ1 ...Γµk], where square brackets denote skewsymmetrisation with weight one. Let us
christen d= bd2c. Henceforth, it will be convenient to work with the 2d-dimensional irreducible
representation of C`(1,d−1), wherein Γµ correspond to gamma matrices.
Some useful identities are
ΓµΓν1...νk =Γµν1...νk +kηµν1Γν2...νk
(−1)kΓν1...νkΓµ =Γµν1...νk −kηµν1Γν2...νk
ΓµνΓρ1...ρk =Γµνρ1...ρk −2kηµρ1Γνρ2...ρk −k(k−1)ηµρ1ηνρ2Γρ3...ρk (1)
Γρ1...ρkΓµν =Γµνρ1...ρk +2kηµρ1Γνρ2...ρk −k(k−1)ηµρ1ηνρ2Γρ3...ρk
Γµ1...µkΓν1...νl =
inf(k,l)∑
m=0
(−1)kmσm m!
(
k
m
)(
l
m
)
ηµ1ν1 ...ηµmνmΓµm+1...µkνm+1...νl .
Obvious skewsymmetrisation of indices on the right hand side in (1) has been omitted and it
is the sign function
σm = (−1)m(m+1)/2 , (2)
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with σ1 =σ2 =−1, σ3 =σ4 =+1 and σm =σm+4 that appears on the right hand side of the last
expression in (1). The lorentz subalgebra so(1,d−1) < C`(1,d−1) is spanned by Mµν = 12Γµν,
obeying [Mµν,Mρσ]=−ηµρMνσ+ηνρMµσ+ηµσMνρ−ηνσMµρ.
For any Θ ∈∧kR1,d−1, let /Θ = 1k!Θµ1...µkΓµ1...µk ∈ C`(1,d−1) and ‖Θ‖2 = 1k!Θµ1...µkΘµ1...µk . Com-
ponents of the Hodge dual ∗Θ ∈∧d−kR1,d−1 are ∗Θµ1...µd−k = 1k! εµ1...µd−kνd−k+1...νdΘνd−k+1...νd .
Involutions of the Clifford algebra are generated by Γµ 7→ σXXΓµX−1, where σX is a sign and
X ∈ GL(2d) in the gamma matrix representation. Let us fix a basis in this representation
such that the gamma matrices are unitary, i.e. Γ†µ = Γµ = −Γ0ΓµΓ0. Under transposition,
Γtµ = σCCΓµC−1, in terms of charge conjugation matrix C obeying Ct = σdC. For d odd, σC =
(−1)d while for d even we can take σC = −1. This representation is preserved by conjugating
Γµ 7→UΓµU†, together with C 7→UtCU, for any unitary matrix U ∈U(2d). This invariance can
be used to fix C†C= 1. Under complex conjugation, Γ∗µ =σBBΓµB−1, where B is proportional to
Γ∗0C and σB =−σC. By fixing the coefficient of proportionality such that B is unitary, it follows
that B∗B=σCσd1 and B†C=σCσdΓ0.
The complexified action of so(1,d−1)<C`(1,d−1) in the 2d-dimensional representation defines
the Dirac spinor representation. The Dirac conjugate ψ†Γ0 of a (fermionic) Dirac spinor ψ
defines a lorentz-invariant hermitian inner product on C2
d
.
The reality condition ψ∗ = Bψ can be imposed on a non-zero Dirac spinor ψ only if B∗B = 1.
It defines the Majorana spinor representation. In this case, B corresponds to a real structure
on C2
d
and requires σCσd = 1 which occurs only in d= 1,2,3,4 mod 8. Let ψ=ψtC denote the
Majorana conjugate of ψ. When ψ∗ =Bψ, the Dirac and Majorana conjugates of ψ are identical
and the associated hermitian inner product on C2
d
is compatible with the real structure B only
if σd =−1. Whence, Majorana spinors exist only in d= 2,3,4 mod 8. Indeed these are precisely
the dimensions in which C`(1,d−1) is isomorphic to a matrix algebra over R. For example,
C`(1,1)∼=Mat2(R), C`(1,2)∼=Mat2(R)⊕Mat2(R) and C`(1,3)∼=Mat4(R).
Let {eA} denote a basis on C2, equipped with the canonical action of usp(2)= u(2)∩sp(2,C) which
preserves a complex symplectic form with components εAB (normalised such that ε12 = 1).
Given a non-zero element ψ = ψA eA, built from a pair of complex Dirac spinors (ψ1,ψ2)
which transform in the defining representation of usp(2), one may impose an alternative real-
ity condition (ψA)∗ = εABBψB only if B∗B = −1. It defines the symplectic Majorana spinor
representation. In this case, B corresponds to a quaternionic structure on C2d and requires
σCσd =−1 which occurs only in d= 5,6,7,8 mod 8. When (ψA)∗ = εABBψB, the Dirac conjugate
of ψA equals εABψ
B and the associated hermitian inner product on C2
d
is compatible with the
quaternionic structure B only if σd = 1. Whence, symplectic Majorana spinors exist only in
d= 6,7,8 mod 8. Indeed these are precisely the dimensions in which C`(1,d−1) is isomorphic
to a matrix algebra over H. For example, C`(1,5)∼=Mat4(H) , C`(1,6)∼=Mat4(H)⊕Mat4(H) and
C`(1,7)∼=Mat8(H).
For d even, the chirality matrix Γ ∈ C`(1,d−1) is defined such that Γ2 = 1 and ΓΓµ = −ΓµΓ.
The element Γ0Γ1...Γd−1 squares to −σd−11 and anticommutes with Γµ. One can therefore take
Γ=±Γ0Γ1...Γd−1 in d= 2 mod 4 and Γ=±iΓ0Γ1...Γd−1 in d= 4 mod 4. One can define projection
operators P± = 12 (1±Γ) and the chiral projections ψ± = P±ψ of a Dirac spinor ψ are Weyl
spinors with ± chirality (i.e. Γψ± =±ψ±). Since Γ∗ =BΓB−1 in d= 2 mod 4 and Γ∗ =−BΓB−1
in d= 4 mod 4, a Dirac spinor can be simultaneously Majorana and Weyl only in d= 2 mod 8 or
simultaneously symplectic Majorana and Weyl only in d= 6 mod 8.
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Given a non-zero bosonic Majorana spinor ², CΓµ is symmetric so the one-form bilinear ξµ =
²Γµ² is non-zero. Similarly, given a non-zero bosonic symplectic Majorana spinor ², CΓµ is
skewsymmetric so the one-form bilinear ξµ = εAB ²AΓµ²B is non-zero. In either case, ξ is real
(via the identity BtC∗B = C) and will be referred to as the Dirac current of ². In Minkowski
space, the vector defined by a Dirac current is either timelike or null. Moreover, ξ is null only
if /ξ²= 0 and ²²= 0.
This is so if ² is Majorana in d = 3,4, symplectic Majorana-Weyl in d = 6 or Majorana-Weyl
in d = 10. In precisely these four cases, the map pi : ² 7→ ξ has an interesting structure. The
set of spinors ² with unit norm describes a (2d−5)-sphere. The image of this sphere under
pi describes a ‘celestial’ Sd−2 ⊂ R1,d−1, for which the timelike component of ξ is fixed. Indeed,
for d= 3,4,6,10, the map defines a bundle pi : S2d−5 −→ Sd−2, whose typical fibre is isomorphic
to Sd−3. By Adams’ theorem, these four bundles are therefore naturally identified with the
Hopf fibrations associated with the four division algebras R, C, H and O (although the non-
associative octonionic structure is not compatible with the real structure of Majorana-Weyl
spinors in d= 10).
On a general spin manifold M with lorentzian metric g, we define an orthonormal frame
bundle in terms of vielbeins eαµ, with gµν = eαµeβνηαβ. This frame bundle is chosen such that
it preserves the spin structure on M , i.e. at each point in M , the matrix (eαµ) ∈ Spin(1,d−1).
The expressions described above on R1,d−1 can be extended to M in the obvious manner with
respect to this frame, using vielbeins to transform between general coordinate indices µ,ν, ...
and local lorentz indices α,β, ... . Partial derivatives on R1,d−1 become covariant derivatives
with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on M . The action of ∇ on a spinor ² is given by
∇µ² = ∂µ²+ 14ω
αβ
µ Γαβ ², where the spin connection ω
αβ
µ is defined by deα+ωαβ∧ eβ = 0. Given
a field theory in Minkowski space, implementing the extension above gives a covariant field
theory onM that we will refer to as being minimally coupled.
At a point in M , let H² denote the stabilising lie subgroup of Spin(1,d−1) transformations
which preserve a given non-vanishing spinor ². Let h² < so(1,d−1) denote the corresponding
isotropy lie algebra of ² at that point. Now assume that ² defines a nowhere-vanishing section
of the spinor bundle onM , which has the same stabiliser H² at each point inM . This defines
a so-called G-structure on M , with G =H². It allows one to reduce the structure group of the
frame bundle onM from Spin(1,d−1) to H². There is a homogenous space Spin(1,d−1)/H² of
possible reductions. For a given reduction, it can be shown that there must exist a connection
∇′ on the reduced spinor bundle with respect to which ² is parallel. Furthermore, the difference
between the action of ∇′ and ∇ on ² is given by an algebraic element, the intrinsic torsion τ ∈
T∗M ⊗k², where k² ∼= so(1,d−1)/h². See [20] for a pedagogical introduction to this construction
and related concepts. We shall make use of these results in our subsequent analysis.
3. TWISTOR SPINORS ON LORENTZIAN MANIFOLDS
A spinor ² on M is called a conformal Killing (or twistor) spinor if it obeys ∇µ²= 1d Γµ /∇². The
Dirac current ξ of a twistor spinor ² defines a conformal Killing vector, obeying ∇µξν+∇νξµ =
2
d gµν∇ρξρ. We defer to [21,22] and references therein for a comprehensive introduction to twis-
tor spinors on lorentzian manifolds. In Minkowski space, a twistor spinor is necessarily of the
form ²= ²0+xµΓµ²1, in terms of a pair of constant spinors ²0 and ²1. For a superconformal field
theory in Minkowski space, a supersymmetry transformation with twistor spinor parameter ²
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gives the action of the Poincaré and conformal supercharges with constant parameters ²0 and
²1 respectively.
Let Rα
β
= dωα
β
+ωαγ∧ωγβ denote the Riemann curvature of the Levi-Civita connection onM .
In a coordinate basis, the Weyl tensor is Wµνρσ =Rµνρσ+ gµρKνσ− gνρKµσ− gµσKνρ+ gνσKµρ,
written in terms of the Schouten tensor Kµν = 1d−2
(
−Rµν+ 12(d−1) gµνR
)
with Ricci tensor Rµν =
Rµρνσgρσ and scalar curvature R =Rµνgµν. Integrability of a twistor spinor ² onM constrains
the Weyl tensor such that
WµνρσΓρσ²= 0 , 1dWµνρσΓρσ /∇²=CµνρΓρ² , (3)
where Cµνρ = ∇µKνρ −∇νKµρ is the Cotton-York tensor. The maximum number of linearly
independent twistor spinors onM is 2d+1. Furthermore, from proposition 3.2 in [21], it follows
that this bound is saturated locally only if M is conformally flat, with vanishing Cotton-York
tensor for all d≥ 3. However, ifM is not simply connected, there can exist global obstructions.
For example, while R1,d−2×S1 is locally isometric to R1,d−1, a local twistor spinor ²= ²0+xµΓµ²1
on R1,d−2×S1 is only single-valued when ²1 = 0.
A Killing spinor is a special type of twistor spinor. If d is odd, a Killing spinor ² obeys /∇² =
α², for some constant α. If d is even, the chiral projections of a Killing spinor ² obey /∇²± =
α± ²∓, for some constants α± that are related to each other by complex conjugation if ² is
Majorana. The Dirac current ξ of a Killing spinor ² defines a Killing vector, obeying ∇µξν+
∇νξµ = 0. Riemannian manifolds admitting Killing spinors were classified in [23, 24] and the
cone construction of [24] has been utilised for lorentzian manifolds admitting Killing spinors
in [25,26].
A spinor that is parallel with respect to ∇, i.e. ∇µ²= 0, is a special type of Killing spinor (with
Killing constant equal to zero). By definition, a chiral Killing spinor is necessarily parallel.
In Minkowski space, a Killing spinor is necessarily ∂-parallel, whence constant. Lorentzian
manifolds admitting parallel spinors can be classified according to the holonomy of ∇. This
method was pioneered in [27,28] and a recent survey of the classification can be found in [29].
The classification in d ≥ 3 of all local conformal equivalence classes of lorentzian spin mani-
folds admitting generic twistor spinors without zeros was established by Leitner in [30] (see
also [31] for a nice review). There are five different classes, all of which admit global solutions,
withM being locally conformally equivalent to either
1) The product of R1,1 with a riemannian manifold admitting parallel spinors.
2) A lorentzian Einstein-Sasaki manifold.
3) The product of a lorentzian Einstein-Sasaki manifold with a riemannian manifold admitting
Killing spinors.
4) A Fefferman space.
5) A Brinkmann wave admitting parallel spinors.
In cases (1) and (5), each twistor spinor is parallel and the associated Dirac current is respect-
ively timelike and null. In case (2), each twistor spinor is the sum of two Killing spinors and
the associated Dirac current is timelike. In case (4), the Fefferman space is even-dimensional
and admits two linearly independent twistor spinors. The associated Dirac current is a regular
null Killing vector onM . Conversely, from proposition 4.4 in [22], ifM is indecomposable and
admits a twistor spinor ² whose Dirac current ξ is a regular null Killing vector then ξµξνRµν is
constant and non-negative. Case (4) follows if ξµξνRµν > 0 while case (5) follows if ξµξνRµν = 0.
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A more general first order differential equation for ² is of the form ∇µ²=Mµ², where Mµ is an
algebraic operator which can be thought of as a C`(1,d−1)-valued one-form on M . Spinors
of this type often arise when M is a bosonic supersymmetric background of some Poincaré
supergravity theory (i.e. the defining condition comes from setting to zero the Poincaré su-
persymmetry variation of the gravitino and Mµ typically involves various background fluxes).
There can of course be further algebraic constraints on the supersymmetry parameter from
setting to zero the supersymmetry variations of any lower spin fermionic supergravity fields,
e.g. the dilatino. As was pioneered in [1] for non-linear σ-models in d= 4, an effective strategy
for finding rigid supersymmetric field theories on curved spaces is by taking a certain global
limit (where the Planck mass goes to infinity) of a locally supersymmetric field theory coupled
to supergravity. Indeed, one can follow a similar path for field theories coupled to conformal
supergravity. In that case, setting to zero the combined Poincaré and conformal supersym-
metry variation of the gravitino gives a twistor spinor equation Dµ² = 1d Γµ /D², with respect
to a certain superconnection Dµ = ∇µ+Nµ involving a C`(1,d−1)-valued one-form Nµ that is
specified by the fields appearing in the particular conformal supergravity background in ques-
tion. For example, in d= 4, the minimal off-shell conformal supergravity theory contains a real
abelian one-form aµ and Nµ is proportional to iaµΓ in the associated conformal supergravity
background.
Of course, for a given nowhere-vanishing spinor ² with global isotropy group H², it is always
possible to use the H²-structure to adapt a local basis such that ∇µ² = τµ², in terms of the
intrinsic torsion τ ∈ T∗M ⊗ k². Indeed, it is precisely the local identification of the action of τµ
and Mµ on ² for bosonic supersymmetric supergravity backgrounds which often allows them to
be classified. In our forthcoming analysis, we will employ a similar strategy to derive a twistor
spinor equation in d = 3,4,6,10 for a rigid supersymmetry parameter ² involving a certain
connection with torsion on the spinor bundle, assuming only that its associated Dirac current
ξ defines a null conformal Killing vector. In each case, the isotropy algebra h² ∼= g²nRd−2,
where g² < so(d−2) is the isotropy algebra of a non-zero spinor in Rd−2. In d= 3,4, g² is trivial.
In d = 6, g² is isomorphic to su(2) < so(4). In d = 10, g² is isomorphic to so(7) < so(8). We will
see that the associated connection Dµ =∇µ+ tµ with respect to which ² obeys a twistor spinor
equation must have a rather specific kind of torsion t ∈ (T∗M ⊗so(d−2)/g²)⊕g² ⊂T∗M ⊗ k².
4. RIGID SUPERSYMMETRY AND CONFORMAL COUPLING
It will be convenient to the take the supersymmetry parameter ² to be a commuting spinor in
our forthcoming analysis. A supersymmetry transformation δ² will therefore act as an odd de-
rivation on fields in the supermultiplet. In a rigid supersymmetric field theory onM , off-shell
closure of the supersymmetry algebra means that δ2² must act as an even derivation on fields
in the supermultiplet which generates a symmetry of the theory. (On-shell closure means that
the previous statement holds only up to equations of motion.) 1 We will see that this even sym-
metry generically involves several contributions including a diffeomorphism which preserves
the spin structure, an R-symmetry and a gauge transformation on M . It may also include a
Weyl transformation if the supersymmetry transformations for the theory are Weyl-covariant.
1It is perhaps worth spelling out precisely how the conventional supersymmetry algebra is recovered from this
approach. Take ² = κ²ˆ, with κ some constant fermionic scalar parameter multiplying fermionic spinor ²ˆ. Given
any pair of commuting spinor parameters ²1 and ²2 for which the supersymmetry algebra closes, it must also close
for any linear combination of ²1 and ²2. Closure of the polarisation δ2²1+²2−δ2²1−δ2²2 = δ²1δ²2+δ²2δ²1 = κ1κ2 [δ²ˆ1 ,δ²ˆ2 ]
is therefore guaranteed for the commutator of the associated conventional supersymmetry transformations δ²ˆ1
and δ²ˆ2 , which act as even derivations on fields in the supermultiplet.
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The vector ξ defined by the Dirac current of ² parameterises the infinitesimal diffeomorphism
and Weyl contributions respectively in terms of the lie derivative Lξ and the Weyl variation
δσ, with parameter σ = −1d∇µξµ. The contribution from gauge variation δΛ comes with para-
meter Λ = −ξµAµ, where Aµ is the gauge field. Typically ξ will correspond to a (conformal)
Killing vector on M , in which case Lξψ= ξµ∇µψ+ 14 (∇µξν)Γµνψ, acting on any spinor ψ. This
corresponds to the spinorial lie derivative [32–34], an operation which provides the natural
(conformally) isometric action that is compatible with the spin structure onM .
A minimally supersymmetric Yang-Mills multiplet in Minkowski space R1,d−1 contains only a
bosonic gauge field Aµ and a fermionic gaugino λ. Both fields are valued in a real lie algebra
g with lie bracket [−,−]. To define a lagrangian, one also requires a g-invariant inner product
on g, that will be written (−,−). The gauge field has d−2 real on-shell degrees of freedom. The
number of real on-shell degrees of freedom of the gaugino is 2d if it is symplectic Majorana,
2d−1 if it is Majorana, Weyl or symplectic Majorana-Weyl, or 2d−2 if it is Majorana-Weyl. The
number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom therefore only match in dimensions d =
3,4,6,10, where λ must be respectively Majorana, Majorana (or Weyl), symplectic Majorana-
Weyl, Majorana-Weyl.
Let φ be a matter field valued in some representation V of g. In terms of the action · of g
on V , we define Dµφ= ∂µφ+ Aµ ·φ. This transforms covariantly as δΛ(Dµφ)=−Λ ·Dµφ under
infinitesimal gauge transformations δΛAµ =DµΛ and δΛφ=−Λ·φ, for any g-valued functionΛ.
The action of g on itself is defined by the adjoint representation so that Aµ·Λ= [Aµ,Λ]. The field
strength Fµν = [Dµ,Dν]= ∂µAν−∂νAµ+[Aµ,Aν] transforms covariantly as δΛFµν = [Fµν,Λ]. To
define a lagrangian for matter fields, one typically also requires a symmetric g-invariant inner
product on V , that will be written 〈−,−〉.
A classical field theory on R1,d−1, whose fields Φ have dimensions ∆Φ, is scale-invariant if it is
preserved by transforming each Φ 7→ e∆ΦσΦ, for any constant σ. On R1,d−1, ∂µ has dimension 1
while ηµν and Γµ are dimensionless. In a minimally supersymmetric Yang-Mills multiplet on
R1,d−1 (with g non-abelian), the gauge field Aµ has dimension 1, the gaugino λ has dimension
3
2 and the supersymmetry parameter ² has dimension −12 . This ensures the supersymmetry
transformations scale covariantly, though the integral of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills lag-
rangian is only scale-invariant in d= 4. A field theory onM is Weyl-invariant if it is preserved
by transforming each field Φ 7→ ewΦσΦ, for any function σ on M and for some assignment of
constant weights wΦ to fields Φ. The infinitesimal action of this Weyl transformation will be
written δσΦ=wΦσΦ. On M , it is conventional to assign eαµ weight 1, whence gµν has weight
2 and Γµ has weight 1. It is useful to note that
/∇ 7→ e−
(d+1)σ
2 /∇e
(d−1)σ
2
∇µ− 1d Γµ /∇ 7→ e
σ
2
(∇µ− 1d Γµ /∇) e−σ2 , (4)
under a Weyl transformation on M , when acting on spinors. An immediate corollary of the
second transformation above is that the defining equation for a twistor spinor ² is Weyl-
invariant provided ² is assigned weight 12 .
In a scale-invariant field theory on R1,d−1, let rΦ denote the tensorial rank of each field Φ. The
minimal coupling of any such theory on M is invariant under global Weyl transformations
by assigning weights wΦ = rΦ−∆Φ. For example, wΦ = −∆Φ if Φ is a scalar or spinor field
while wΦ = 0 for a non-abelian gauge field Φ = Aµ. Of course, the minimally coupled theory
will typically not be invariant under local Weyl transformations on M . However, at least if
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the original theory on R1,d−1 is not just scale but conformally invariant, it is often possible to
add certain improvement terms to the minimally coupled theory (which vanish identically in
Minkowski space) such that Weyl-invariance is realised onM . In cases where this is possible,
we will refer to the resulting Weyl-invariant theory onM as being conformally coupled.
The simplest well-known example of a non-trivial conformal coupling is for a free bosonic scalar
field Φ on R1,d−1, with lagrangian proportional to 〈∂µΦ,∂µΦ〉. In this case, ∆Φ = d2 − 1 but
the integral of the minimally coupled lagrangian on M is not Weyl-invariant with weight
wΦ = 1− d2 . The conformally coupled lagrangian onM is proportional to
〈∇µΦ,∇µΦ〉+ d−24(d−1) R〈Φ,Φ〉 , (5)
where R is the scalar curvature ofM .
Now consider the conformal coupling of an on-shell non-interacting minimally supersymmetric
matter multiplet on R1,d−1 in which the bosonic scalar Φ is paired with a fermionic spinor Ψ.
Their free equations of motion are Φ= 0 and /∂Ψ= 0. Schematically, the on-shell supersym-
metry transformations on R1,d−1 are of the form
δ²Φ= ²′Ψ , δ²Ψ=Γµ²∂µΦ , (6)
where the bosonic supersymmetry parameter ² is of the same spinorial type asΨ and ²′ = (B²)∗.
These transformations close provided δ2² = ξµ∂µ on-shell, with real translation parameter ξµ =
²′Γµ². This requires the identity ²²′ = 12 /ξ acting on Ψ. The integral on R1,d−1 of a lagrangian
of the form 〈∂µΦ,∂µΦ〉 + 〈Ψ, /∂Ψ〉 is also invariant under (6). Any such theory is, of course,
scale-invariant with ∆Ψ =∆Φ+ 12 and ∆² =−12 .
Supermultiplets of this type exist in d = 3,4,6, provided Φ is valued in associative division
algebra A = R,C,H and Ψ is based on a Majorana, (chiral projected) Majorana, symplectic
Majorana-Weyl spinor representation. This ensures there are precisely dimRA= d−2 matching
on-shell bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom and that the spinorial representation ofΨ is
compatible with A. The inner product 〈−,−〉 used to define the lagrangian corresponds to the
real part of the canonical euclidean inner product on A.
The associated Weyl weights onM are wΦ = 1− d2 , wΨ = 1−d2 and w² = 12 . The minimally coupled
kinetic term for Ψ in the lagrangian on M is proportional to 〈Ψ, /∇Ψ〉. From (4), it follows
that this term is also conformally coupled. However, the minimally coupled supersymmetry
transformations (6) are not Weyl-covariant. This can be remedied by improving the fermion
variation such that
δ²Ψ=Γµ²∇µΦ+
(
1− 2d
)
/∇²Φ . (7)
Of course, adding this improvement term does not guarantee closure of the supersymmetry al-
gebra onM and the conformally coupled lagrangian need not be supersymmetric. Remarkably
though, one finds that both properties hold on any M provided ² is a twistor spinor. On-shell
closure of the supersymmetry algebra here is such that δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δρ, using the fermionic
equation of motion /∇Ψ = 0, where δσ is a Weyl variation with parameter σ = −1d∇µξµ and δρ
is an R-symmetry variation with parameter ρ proportional to ²′ /∇²−Re(²′ /∇²), valued in the
imaginary part of A.
It is worth noting that the description above can be generalised such that ² is taken to be a
section of the tensor product bundle of A-valued spinors overM . One can define a non-trivial
connection on this bundle of the form Dµ = ∇µ+Aµ, where the connection one-form Aµ is A-
valued and acts via left multiplication on sections. One must define this connection projectively
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in order for it to be compatible with Weyl symmetry. The corresponding projective bundle in
d= 3,4,6 is then identified with a Hopf fibration associated with the respective division algebra
R,C,H. This allows one to define the rigid supermultiplet on a wider class of backgrounds with
supersymmetry parameter ² obeying the twistor spinor equation Dµ²= 1dΓµ /D².
Although this example may appear relatively trivial, we will see that it is a useful illustration
of the general strategy for putting an interacting superconformal field theory in Minkowski
space on a curved lorentzian manifold admitting twistor spinors, to define a rigid minimally
supersymmetric theory via improvement terms of the form (5) and (7).
Without the inclusion of additional compensator fields, a supersymmetric field theory that is
not conformally invariant in Minkowski space clearly cannot be put on a lorentzian spin man-
ifold whilst preserving the rigid supersymmetry associated with a generic twistor spinor para-
meter. If this were so then, in Minkowski space, the generic twistor spinor parameter would
generate a superconformal symmetry, contradicting the original assumption. Supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in d 6= 4 is an obvious example. However, in d= 3,6, although the minimally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills lagrangian is not scale-invariant in Minkowski space, the off-shell
supersymmetry transformations are. We will see how these off-shell supersymmetry trans-
formations can be made Weyl-covariant onM , via the conformal coupling procedure described
above, and that they close off-shell to describe a rigid supersymmetry algebra provided the
parameter is a twistor spinor. Of course, as predicted by the argument above, these super-
symmetry transformations do not preserve the minimally coupled Yang-Mills lagrangian for
generic twistor spinor parameter. For certain classes of algebraic twistor spinors though, we
will show that special improvement terms can be added to the Yang-Mills lagrangian to make
it supersymmetric. We will see how a certain scalar component in the twistor spinor equation
plays the rôle of a conformal compensator in the Yang-Mills lagrangian.
5. d= 3
The clifford algebra C`(1,2) ∼= Mat2(R)⊕Mat2(R) and its action on R2⊕R2 defines the Dirac
spinor representation. A Majorana spinor representation is defined by selecting one of the two
Mat2(R) factors acting on R2. For concreteness, we could take Γµ = {
( 0 1
−1 0
)
,
(0 1
1 0
)
,
(1 0
0 −1
)
} and
C=Γ0 = (0 −11 0 ) acting on Majorana spinors.
The identities in (1) imply
ΓρΓρ = 31 , ΓνΓµΓν =−Γµ , Γµν = εµνρΓρ , Γµνρ = εµνρ1 , (8)
with ε012 = 1.
Since Ct =−C and Γtµ =−CΓµC−1, any two fermionic Majorana spinors ψ and χ obey
χψ=ψχ , χΓµψ=−ψΓµχ . (9)
(For either ψ or χ bosonic, one just puts an overall minus sign in (9).)
For ψ and χ fermionic, a useful Fierz identity is
ψχ=−12
(
(χψ)1+ (χΓµψ)Γµ
)
. (10)
(For either ψ or χ bosonic, (10) just acquires an extra minus sign.)
For any non-zero bosonic Majorana spinor ², (9) implies that only the Dirac current bilinear
ξµ = ²Γµ² does not vanish identically. The Fierz identity (10) for ² reads
²²= 12 /ξ , (11)
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and a useful subsidiary identity is
−Γµν²²Γν = ξµ1 . (12)
The isotropy algebra h² of ² is isomorphic to R < so(1,2), thus k² ∼= R2. Relative to a null or-
thonormal basis (e+,e−,e1) on R1,2, with η+− = 1 = η11, let us fix ξ = e+ so that Γ+² = 0 and
Γ1²= ². Adapting this basis to a local frame onM allows us to express
∇µ²= aµ²+bµΓ−² , (13)
in terms of a pair of real one-forms a and b which comprise the intrinsic torsion associated with
the R-structure. Demanding that ξ be a conformal Killing vector fixes a+ =−2b−, a− = 0= b+
and a1 = b−. Consequently, (13) becomes ∇µ²= Γµ(a1²+ 12a+Γ−²) implying ² must be a generic
twistor spinor. Furthermore, ξ is a Killing vector only if ² is a Killing spinor, with a+ = 0.
5.1. Gauge supermultiplet. The minimal gauge supermultiplet in d = 3 contains a bosonic
gauge field Aµ and a fermionic Majorana spinor λ.
The supersymmetry transformations on R1,2 are
δ²Aµ = ²Γµλ
δ²λ=−12FµνΓµν² , (14)
where ² is a constant bosonic Majorana spinor. Squaring (14) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ identically
with gauge parameter Λ=−ξµAµ and thus the supersymmetry algebra closes off-shell.
Up to boundary terms on R1,2, the Yang-Mills
LSYM =−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ) , (15)
and Chern-Simons
LCS =−εµνρ(Aµ,∂νAρ+ 13 [Aν,Aρ])+ (λ,λ) , (16)
lagrangians are both invariant under (14). Clearly the integral ofLCS is scale-invariant while
the integral ofLSYM is not.
Let us now consider the minimally coupled version of (14) on a three-dimensional lorentzian
spin manifold M . Notice that they are automatically Weyl-covariant on M . Squaring them
gives
δ2²Aµ =−ξνFµν =LξAµ+DµΛ
δ2²λ= ξµ∇µλ+ [λ,Λ]+ 12 (∇µξµ)λ+ (²∇µ²)Γµλ , (17)
where LξAµ = ξν∂νAµ+(∂µξν)Aν denotes the lie derivative along ξ. The third term on the right
hand side of δ2²λ corresponds to a Weyl variation δσ with parameter σ=−13∇µξµ and wλ =−32 .
If ξ is a conformal Killing vector, off-shell closure in (17) requires δ2² = Lξ+δσ+δΛ, which is
tantamount to imposing ²∇µ²= 14εµνρ∇νξρ. This is satisfied only if ² is a twistor spinor.
The integral of the minimally coupled Chern-Simons lagrangian (16) on M is Weyl-invariant
and supersymmetric, for any choice of ².
The integral of the minimally coupled Yang-Mills lagrangian (15) onM is not Weyl-invariant
and obviously cannot be conformally coupled without additional compensator fields since it
was not scale-invariant in Minkowski space. Up to boundary terms, one finds δ²LSYM =
1
6 (F
µν,λΓµν /∇²) so the minimally coupled lagrangian is generically supersymmetric only if
∇µ²= 0.
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However, now let ∇µ² = Γµ(α²+βνΓν²), in terms of a real function α and a real one-form β.
Integrability of this twistor spinor equation implies α is constant and β is closed. If β=−dϕ,
for some function ϕ, one can define a supersymmetric lagrangian
e−2ϕ
[
−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ)− α2 (λ,λ)
]
. (18)
The prefactor e−2ϕ in (18) plays the rôle of a conformal compensator while α couples to a mass
term for the gaugino. Note that one can use a Weyl transformation to fix ϕ= 0. In this case ²
is a Killing spinor obeying ∇µ²=αΓµ².
5.2. Matter supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell matter supermultiplet on R1,2 contains a
real bosonic scalar φ and and a fermionic Majorana spinor ψ. To match the 2 off-shell fermionic
degrees of freedom of ψ, the 1 off-shell bosonic degree of freedom of φ can be supplemented by
a real bosonic auxiliary scalar C. All fields are valued in a real orthogonal representation V of
g. The g-invariant inner product 〈−,−〉 is a real symmetric R-bilinear form on V .
The supersymmetry transformations for the matter supermultiplet coupled to the minimal
gauge supermultiplet on R1,2 are
δ²φ= ²ψ
δ²ψ= ( /Dφ)²+C²
δ²C= ²
(
/Dψ+λ ·φ) , (19)
where ² is a constant bosonic Majorana spinor. Squaring (19) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ off-shell.
Up to boundary terms on R1,2, the matter
LM =−12〈Dµφ,Dµφ〉− 12〈ψ, /Dψ〉+ 12〈C,C〉+〈φ,λ ·ψ〉 , (20)
and superpotential
LW =−〈C,dW(φ)〉+ 12〈ψ,d2W(φ)ψ〉 , (21)
lagrangians are both invariant under (19), where the superpotential W can be any real g-
invariant function on V . The matter lagrangian LM is scale-invariant with (φ,ψ,C) having
dimensions (12 ,1,
3
2 ). This is only true ofLW if W has dimension 4, i.e. if it is a quartic function
of φ.
The conformal coupling of (19) and (20) onM follows via the improvement terms described in
(7) and (5). Relative to their minimal coupling onM , this involves adding a term 13 φ /∇² to the
right hand side of δ²ψ in (19) and a term − 116 R〈φ,φ〉 to LM. If ² is a twistor spinor on M ,
the conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations close off-shell with δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΛ,
where (φ,ψ,C) are assigned their canonical weights (−12 ,−1,−32 ). Moreover, the integral of
the conformally coupled matter lagrangian on M is invariant under these supersymmetry
transformations.
The integral of the minimally coupled superpotential lagrangian LW on M is, of course, only
Weyl-invariant when W is a quartic function. Indeed, it is only then that it is supersymmetric.
6. d= 4
The clifford algebra C`(1,3) ∼= Mat4(R) and its action on R4 defines the Majorana spinor rep-
resentation. The action of the complexified clifford algebra C`(1,3)C on C4 defines the Dirac
spinor representation. The ±1 eigenspaces of Γ under the action of C`(3,1)C are isomorphic
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to C2 and define the ± chirality Weyl spinor representations. The action of a subalgebra
Mat2(C) < Mat4(R) on C2 which commutes with the complex structure iΓ defines the repres-
entation associated with the chiral projection of a Majorana spinor.
The identities in (1) imply
ΓρΓρ = 41 , ΓρΓµΓρ =−2Γµ , ΓρΓµνΓρ = 0 , (22)
and
Γµν =− i2εµνρσΓρσΓ , Γµνρ =−iεµνρσΓσΓ , Γµνρσ = iεµνρσΓ , (23)
where ε0123 =−1 and Γ= iΓ0Γ1Γ2Γ3.
The charge conjugation matrix obeys (CΓµ1...µk )
t =−σkCΓµ1...µk and so Γµ1...µk²=σk ²Γµ1...µk for
any Majorana spinor ². Thus any two fermionic Majorana spinors ψ and χ obey
χΓµ1...µkψ=σkψΓµ1...µkχ , (24)
and a useful Fierz identity is
ψχ=−14
(
(χψ)1+ (χΓµψ)Γµ− 12 (χΓµνψ)Γµν− (χΓµΓψ)ΓµΓ+ (χΓψ)Γ
)
. (25)
(For either ψ or χ bosonic, (24) and (25) just acquire an extra minus sign.)
Any two chiral projections ψ± and χ± (with the same ± chirality) obey
χ±Γµ1...µkψ± = 0 , (26)
for any k odd, since P±χ= χP± and P±Γµ =ΓµP∓. Moreover, note that (23) implies the complex
two-form χ±Γµνψ± =∓ i2εµνρσχ±Γρσψ±. The chiral projections of (25) give
ψ±χ± =−12
(
(χ±ψ±)− 14 (χ±Γµνψ±)Γµν
)
P±
ψ±χ∓ =−12 (χ∓Γµψ±)ΓµP∓ . (27)
This implies ψ±ψ± =−12 (ψ±ψ±)P± and ψ±ψ∓ = 0, using (24). Whence (ψ±ψ±)ψ± = 0. Further-
more (ψ+Γµψ−)(ψ+Γνψ−)= 12 ηµν (ψ+ψ+)(ψ−ψ−).
For any non-zero bosonic Majorana spinor ², (24) implies that only the bilinears ξµ = ²Γµ² and
ζµν = ²Γµν² built from ² do not vanish identically. The Fierz identity (25) for ² reads
²²= 14 ( /ξ− /ζ) , (28)
and a useful subsidiary identity is
−Γµν²²Γν =
(
²²− 12 /ξ
)
Γµ+ξµ1 . (29)
The isotropy algebra h² of ² is isomorphic to R2 < so(1,3), thus k² ∼= R4. Relative to a null
orthonormal basis (e+,e−,e1,e2) on R1,3, with η+− = 1 = η11 = η22, let us fix ξ = e+ so that
Γ+²= 0. Adapting this basis to a local frame onM allows us to express
∇µ²+ =αµ²++βµΓ1Γ−²+ , (30)
in terms of a pair of complex one-forms α and β which comprise the intrinsic torsion associated
with the R2-structure. The expression for the negative chirality projection of ² is related to (30)
by complex conjugation. Notice that ∇µξν does not involve the imaginary part of α. Demanding
that ξ be a conformal Killing vector fixes Reα+ = 2Reβ1, Reα− = 0, Reα1 = −Reβ−, Reα2 =
Imβ−, β1 = iβ2 and β+ = 0. Consequently, from (30), one derives the twistor spinor equation
Dµ²= 14Γµ /D² with respect to the connection Dµ =∇µ+ iaµΓ, where a+ =−Imα++2Reβ2, a− =−Imα−, a1 = −Imα1−2Reα2 and a2 = −Imα2+2Reα1. Remarkably, it is precisely the same
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superconnection that appears in minimal conformal supergravity in four dimensions! This nice
characterisation was first observed and explained in [6].
Integrability of the twistor spinor equation Dµ²= 14Γµ /D² implies
1
4WµνρσΓ
ρσ²=− i3 fρ[µΓν]ρΓ²− i3 fµνΓ²− 16εµνρσ f ρσ² , (31)
where f = da. A background M is locally maximally supersymmetric only if f = 0 with van-
ishing Weyl tensor. IfM is indecomposable and simply connected, up to local conformal equi-
valence, any such solution must be flat with a= 0.
6.1. Yang-Mills supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell Yang-Mills supermultiplet in d = 4
contains a bosonic gauge field Aµ and a fermionic Majorana spinor λ. To match the 4 off-shell
fermionic degrees of freedom of λ, the 3 off-shell bosonic degrees of freedom of the gauge field
can be supplemented by a single real bosonic auxiliary scalar D. All fields are g-valued.
The supersymmetry transformations on R1,3 are
δ²Aµ = ²Γµλ
δ²λ=−12FµνΓµν²− iDΓ²
δ²D=−i ²Γ /Dλ , (32)
where ² is a constant bosonic Majorana spinor. Squaring (32) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ identically
with gauge parameter Λ=−ξµAµ and therefore the supersymmetry algebra closes off-shell.
Up to boundary terms, the Yang-Mills lagrangian
LSYM =−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ)+ 12 (D,D) , (33)
is invariant under (32). This lagrangian is also scale-invariant, with (Aµ,λ,D) having dimen-
sions (1, 32 ,2). There is also a u(1) R-symmetry, under which (Aµ,λ±,D) have charges (0,±1,0).
We now consider the minimally coupled version of (32) on a four-dimensional lorentzian spin
manifoldM . Notice that they are automatically Weyl-covariant onM . Squaring them gives
δ2²Aµ =LξAµ+DµΛ
δ2²λ= ξµ∇µλ+ [λ,Λ]−Γµν²(∇µ²)Γνλ
δ2²D=LξD+ [D,Λ]+ 12 (∇µξµ)D+ i2Fµν ²ΓΓρΓµν∇ρ² . (34)
The third term on the right hand side of δ2²D corresponds to a Weyl variation δσ with parameter
σ = −14∇µξµ and wD = −2. If ξ is a conformal Killing vector, off-shell closure in (34) requires
δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΛ+δρ, where δρΦ= rρΦ on a field Φ with R-charge r, in terms of some function
ρ onM . From (34), one can read off ρ = 34 ²Γ /∇². Closure is then equivalent to the conditions
3²∇µ²= 12∇νζµν , 3²Γ∇µ²=− i4εµνρσ∇νζρσ , ∇[µξν] = iεµνρσ²ΓΓρ∇σ² . (35)
They are solved if ² is a twistor spinor. In that case, the integral of the minimal coupling of
(33) onM is Weyl-invariant and supersymmetric.
If ² is a twistor spinor with respect to the connection Dµ =∇µ+ iaµΓ, the same picture emerges
after gauging the u(1) R-symmetry. This means that a local R-symmetry variation δρΦ= rρΦ
is accompanied by the variation δρaµ = i∂µρ. Therefore DµΦ = ∇µΦ+ iraµΦ transforms cov-
ariantly under δρ. The R-symmetry gauging is tantamount to replacing ∇µ with Dµ in all the
expressions above. One then takes the abelian gauge field aµ to be a fixed background one-form
with Weyl weight zero.
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6.2. Matter supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell matter supermultiplet in d= 4 contains a
complex bosonic scalar φ and a fermionic Majorana spinor ψ. To match the 4 off-shell fermionic
degrees of freedom of ψ, the 2 off-shell bosonic degrees of freedom of φ can be supplemented by
a complex bosonic auxiliary scalar F. All fields are valued in a complex unitary representation
V of g. The g-invariant symmetric inner product 〈−,−〉 is the real part of a C-sesquilinear
hermitian form on V .
The supersymmetry transformations for the matter supermultiplet coupled to the minimal
gauge supermultiplet on R1,3 are
δ²φ= ²ψ+
δ²ψ+ = 2( /Dφ)²−+2F²+
δ²F= ²
(
/Dψ++2λ− ·φ
)
, (36)
where ² is a constant bosonic Majorana spinor. Squaring (36) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ off-shell.
Up to boundary terms on R1,3, the matter
LM =−〈Dµφ,Dµφ〉− 12〈ψ+, /Dψ+〉+〈F,F〉+〈φ, iD ·φ〉−2〈ψ+,λ ·φ〉 , (37)
and superpotential
LW = 2〈F,∂W(φ)〉− 12〈ψ+,∂2W(φ)ψ+〉 , (38)
lagrangians are both invariant under (36), where the superpotential W can be any g-invariant
holomorphic function W on V . The matter lagrangian LM is classically scale-invariant with
(φ,ψ+,F) having dimensions (1, 32 ,2). This is only true ofLW if W has dimension 3, i.e. it must
be a cubic function of φ.
The conformal coupling of (36) and (37) onM follows via the improvement terms described in
(7) and (5). Relative to their minimal coupling onM , this involves adding a term φ /∇²− to the
right hand side of δ²ψ+ in (36) and a term −16 R〈φ,φ〉 toLM. If ² is a twistor spinor onM , the
conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations close off-shell with δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΛ+δρ,
where (φ,ψ+,C) are assigned their canonical weights (−1,−32 ,−2) with R-charges (23 ,−13 ,−43 ).
Furthermore, the integral of the conformally coupled matter lagrangian on M is invariant
under these supersymmetry transformations.
The integral of the minimally coupled superpotential lagrangian LW on M is, of course, only
Weyl-invariant when W is a cubic function. Indeed, it is only then that it is supersymmetric.
If ² is a twistor spinor with respect to Dµ =∇µ+ iaµΓ, the same story follows after gauging the
R-symmetry and replacing ∇µ with Dµ =∇µ+ iraµ in all expressions.
7. d= 6
The clifford algebra C`(1,5)∼=Mat4(H) and its action on H4 defines the Dirac spinor represent-
ation. The ±1 eigenspaces of Γ under the action of Mat4(H) are isomorphic to H2 and define the
± chirality Weyl spinor representations. It is convenient to think of H ∼= C2 here and repres-
ent a quaternionic spinor in terms of complex doublets, which transform under the auxiliary
usp(2) action that was described in section 2, relative to a basis {eA} on C2. Auxiliary indices
will be raised and lowered using the usp(2)-invariant symplectic form, such that uA = εAB uB
(and uA = uB εBA via the identity εACεBC = δBA) for any u ∈ C2. A second rank symmetric
tensor w on C2 obeying the reality condition (wAB)∗ = εACεBDwCD corresponds to the adjoint
representation of usp(2).
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The identities in (1) imply
ΓσΓµΓσ =−4Γµ , ΓσΓµνΓσ = 2Γµν , ΓσΓµνρΓσ = 0 , (39)
and
Γµ1...µkΓ=−σk−1 1(6−k)! εµ1...µkνk+1...ν6Γνk+1...ν6 , (40)
where ε01...5 = 1 and Γ=Γ0Γ1...Γ5.
The charge conjugation matrix obeys (CΓµ1...µk )
t = σkCΓµ1...µk and so Γµ1...µk²A = σk ²AΓµ1...µk
for any symplectic Majorana spinor ². Thus any two fermionic symplectic Majorana spinors ψ
and χ obey
χAΓµ1...µkψ
B =−σkψBΓµ1...µkχA . (41)
(For either ψ or χ bosonic, one just adds an overall minus sign in (41).) We define the contracted
bilinear χΓµ1...µkψ= εABχAΓµ1...µkψB.
Any two symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors ψ± and χ± (with the same ± chirality) obey the
identity χA±Γµ1...µkψ
B
± = 0 for any even k. For ψ± and χ± fermionic, two useful Fierz identities
are
ψA± χ
B
± =−14
(
(χB±Γ
µψA± )Γµ− 112 (χB±ΓµνρψA± )Γµνρ
)
P∓
ψA± χ
B
∓ =−14
(
(χB∓ψ
A
± )1− 12 (χB∓ΓµνψA± )Γµν
)
P± . (42)
(For either ψ± or χ± bosonic, (42) just acquires an extra minus sign.)
From (40), 16εµνραβγΓ
αβγψA± =±ΓµνρψA± for any symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor ψ±. Whence,
for any symplectic Majorana spinor χ, the three-form defined by each bilinear χAΓµνρψB± is
self-dual for ψ+ with positive chirality and anti-self-dual for ψ− with negative chirality.
Any pair of (anti-)self-dual three-forms X ,Y on R1,5 with the same chirality obey
XµντY ρστ+YµντXρστ = 2δ[ρ[µXσ]αβYν]αβ . (43)
Furthermore XµρσY νρσ =YµρσXνρσ and XµνρY µνρ = 0 which imply the useful subsidiary iden-
tities
XµρσY
ρσ
ν Γ
µΓν = 0 , XµντY τρσΓµνρΓσ = 0 . (44)
A useful corollary which follows using (40) is that /Xψ± = 0 identically for any symplectic
Majorana-Weyl spinor ψ± and X ∈∧3±R1,5.
For any non-zero bosonic symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor ² with positive chirality, only the
bilinears ²AΓµ²B and ζABµνρ = ²AΓµνρ²B do not vanish identically. Furthermore (41) implies
²AΓµ²
B = −²BΓµ²A = 12εABξµ and ζABµνρ = ζBAµνρ, where the Dirac current ξµ = ²Γµ² is the only
non-zero contracted bilinear. Each three-form ζAB is self-dual since ² has positive chirality.
The Fierz identity (42) for ² reads
²A²B =−18 (εAB /ξ+ /ζAB)P− , (45)
and a useful subsidiary identity is
−Γµν²A²BΓν =
[(
²A²B+ 12εAB /ξ
)
Γµ−εABξµ1
]
P+ . (46)
Each self-dual 3-form ζAB =∗ζAB obeys identically ξµζABµνρ = 0, implying that ζABµνρ = 3ξ[µΩABνρ] in
terms of a triple of 2-forms ΩAB on R1,5 obeying ξµΩABµν = 0.
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The isotropy algebra h² of ² is isomorphic to su(2)nR4 < so(1,5) and k² ∼= (su(2)nR4)⊕R. Relative
to a null orthonormal basis (e+,e−,ea) on R1,5, with η+− = 1 and ηab = δab on R4 ⊂ R1,5, let us
fix ξ = e+ so that Γ+²A = 0. The orientation tensor on R4 is εabcd with ε1234 = ε+−1234 = 1 and
Γab²
A = −12εabcdΓcd²A. The components ΩABab = ²AΓabΓ−²B define a quaternionic structure on
R4 in terms of a triple of anti-self-dual two-forms. They also provide an isomorphism between
usp(2) and
∧2−R4, as three-dimensional vector spaces. In this regard, a rather useful identity
is εA(B²C) = 14ΩBCab Γab²A. Adapting this basis to a local frame onM allows us to express
∇µ²A = aµ²A+baµΓaΓ−²A+ 12 cabµ Γab²A , (47)
in terms of real one-forms a, b and c valued respectively in the R, R4 and su(2) factors of
k², corresponding to the intrinsic torsion associated with the su(2)nR4-structure. (Additional
terms of the form αABµ ²B+βABµa ΓaΓ−²B+ 12 γABµabΓab²B which one might also have anticipated on
the right hand side of (47) can be absorbed by a redefinition of a, b and c via the identity
εA(B²C) = 14ΩBCab Γab²A.) Notice that ∇µξν does not involve c. Demanding that ξ be a conformal
Killing vector fixes a− = 0, aa =−ba−, ba+ = 0 and bab+bba = δaba+. Consequently, from (47), one
derives the twistor spinor equationDµ²= 16Γµ /D² with respect to connectionDµ =∇µ+tµ, where
tµ =BµaΓaΓ−+ 12 Cabµ Γab. The component Bµa has B+a = 0=B−a and Bba =−12b[ba]− 14εbacdbcd,
whence spanning su(2) < h². The other component Cabµ has Cab+ = −cab+ + 12b[ab]− 14εabcdbcd,
Cab− =−cab− , Cabc =−cabc +δ[ac ab]−12εcabdad, whence spanning T∗M⊗su(2) with the factor su(2)<
k².
Using the identity εA(B²C) = 14ΩBCab Γab²A, it will be more convenient henceforth to express the
1
2C
ab
µ Γab²
A term inDµ²A as CAµ B ²
B, where CAµ B is a usp(2)-valued one-form onM , i.e. (C
A
µ B)
∗ =
−CBµ A and CAµ A = 0. In the absence of the Bµa component, integrability of the twistor spinor
equation Dµ²= 16Γµ /D² implies
1
4WµνρσΓ
ρσ²A =−35GAµνB²B+ 320GAµρBΓνρ²B− 320GAνρBΓµρ²B− 140εµνρσαβGρσABΓαβ²B , (48)
where GAB = dCAB +CAC ∧CCB is the curvature of CAB. In this case, a background M is
locally maximally supersymmetric only if GAB = 0 with vanishing Weyl tensor.
From equation (2.26) in [35], one finds that D can be identified with a special case of the
superconnection for bosonic supersymmetric backgrounds of minimal conformal supergravity
in six dimensions by relating t with components of the R-symmetry gauge field and self-dual
three-form flux (written respectively as V i jµ and T−abc in [35]). However, any such identifica-
tion must also be compatible with the additional constraints which come from setting to zero
the supersymmetry variation of the dilatino in the conformal supergravity background. The
simple case of a twistor spinor with respect to D = ∇+C corresponds to a bosonic conformal
supergravity background with no three-form flux. In that case, the additional constraint from
the dilatino variation fixes the background value of the dilaton ϕ such that ϕ²A is a particular
linear combination of GAµνBΓ
µν²B and (∇µCAµ B)²B.
7.1. Yang-Mills supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell Yang-Mills supermultiplet in d = 6
contains a bosonic gauge field Aµ and a fermionic symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor λA (we
take λA with positive chirality, i.e. ΓλA = λA). To match the 8 off-shell fermionic degrees of
freedom of λA, the 5 off-shell degrees of freedom of the gauge field can be supplemented by
3 real bosonic auxiliary scalars, in the form of a complex triple Y AB = YBA subject to reality
condition (Y AB)∗ = εACεBDYCD (i.e. in the adjoint representation of the auxiliary usp(2)).
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The supersymmetry transformations on R1,5 are
δ²Aµ = ²AΓµλA
δ²λ
A =−12FµνΓµν²A+Y AB²B
δ²Y AB = ²A /DλB+²B /DλA , (49)
where ² is a constant bosonic symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor with positive chirality. Squar-
ing (49) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ identically with gauge parameter Λ = −ξµAµ and therefore the
supersymmetry algebra closes off-shell.
Up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
LSYM =−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ
A
, /DλA)+ 14 (Y AB,YAB) , (50)
is invariant under (49). It is not scale-invariant but has a usp(2) R-symmetry, under which Aµ
is a singlet, λA is in the fundamental and Y AB is in the adjoint representation. In particular,
the R-symmetry variations are δρAµ = 0, δρλA = ρABλB and δρY AB = ρACYBC+ρBCY AC, with
parameter obeying ρAB =−(ρBA)∗ and ρAA = 0 in the adjoint of usp(2).
We now consider the minimally coupled version of (49) on a six-dimensional lorentzian spin
manifoldM . Squaring them gives
δ2²Aµ =LξAµ+DµΛ
δ2²λ
A = ξµ∇µλA+ [λA,Λ]−Γµν²A(∇µ²B)ΓνλB (51)
δ2²Y
AB =LξY AB+ [Y AB,Λ]+ (²A /∇²C)YBC+ (²B /∇²C)Y AC− 12Fµν
(
²AΓρΓµν∇ρ²B+²BΓρΓµν∇ρ²A
)
.
If ξ is a Killing vector, off-shell closure of the supersymmetry algebra requires δ2² = Lξ+δΛ.
This is tantamount to imposing
²A /∇²B = 0 , ²AΓ[µ∇ν]²B+²BΓ[µ∇ν]²A = 0 , ∇[µξν] = ²AΓµνρ∇ρ²A , ∇ρζABµνρ = 0 . (52)
They are solved if ² satisfies
∇µ²A = 18hµνρΓνρ²A , (53)
for some self-dual three-form h. Any such ² is necessarily harmonic (i.e. /∇²A = 0) following the
corollary noted below (44).
Furthermore, up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
− 14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ
A
, /DλA)+ 14 (Y AB,YAB)+ 12 hµνρ(Aµ,∂νAρ+ 13 [Aν,Aρ]) , (54)
onM is invariant under the minimal coupling of (49) provided h is closed.
Unlike the minimal coupling of Yang-Mills supersymmetry transformations in lower dimen-
sions, notice that the minimal coupling of (49) is not automatically Weyl-covariant. However,
the supersymmetry transformations can be conformally coupled by adding an improvement
term 13 (λ
A
/∇²B +λB /∇²A) to the right hand side of δ²Y AB, relative to the minimal coupling of
(49) on M . If ² is a twistor spinor, one finds that δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΛ+δρ off-shell, where δσ is
a Weyl variation with parameter σ = −16∇µξµ and δρ is a usp(2) R-symmetry variation with
parameter ρAB = 23 (²A /∇²B+²B /∇²A). The fields (Aµ,λA,Y AB) are assigned their canonical Weyl
weights (0,−32 ,−2).
If ² is a twistor spinor with respect to the connection D =∇+C, the same picture emerges after
gauging the usp(2) R-symmetry. This means that a local R-symmetry variation δρΦA = ρABΦB
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of a field ΦA in the fundamental representation of usp(2) is accompanied by the variation
δρCAB = −dρAB. Therefore DΦA = dΦA +CABΦB transforms covariantly under δρ. The R-
symmetry gauging is tantamount to replacing ∇ with D in the Weyl-covariant expressions
above. One then takes the usp(2) gauge field CAB to be a fixed background one-form with Weyl
weight zero.
The integral of the minimally coupled Yang-Mills lagrangian (50) onM is not Weyl-invariant
and cannot be conformally coupled without additional compensator fields. If ² is a twistor
spinor, up to boundary terms, one finds δ²LSYM = 16 (Fµν,λAΓµν /∇²A)+ 13 (YAB,λ
A
/∇²B) so the
minimally coupled lagrangian is generically supersymmetric only if ∇µ²= 0.
However, now let
∇µ²A =ανΓµΓν²A− 18 βµνρΓνρ²A , (55)
where α is a real one-form and β is a real anti-self-dual three-form. Integrability of this algeb-
raic twistor spinor equation implies α must be closed. (Note that additional terms of the form
γABν ΓµΓ
ν²B− 18 δABµνρΓνρ²B on the right hand side of (55) can always be absorbed by a redefinition
of α and β using the identity εA(B²C) = 14ΩBCab Γab²A.)
If α= 12dϕ in (55), for some function ϕ, one finds that the lagrangian
e−2ϕ
[
−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ
A
, /DλA)+ 14 (Y AB,YAB)+ 12 βµνρ(Aµ,∂νAρ+ 13 [Aν,Aρ])+ 148 βµνρ(λ
A
,ΓµνρλA)
]
,
(56)
is supersymmetric provided d(e−2ϕβ) = 0. The prefactor e−2ϕ in (56) plays the rôle of a con-
formal compensator while β couples to a Chern-Simons term for the gauge field and a mass
term for the gaugino. One can use a Weyl transformation to fix ϕ = 0. In this case ² obeys
∇µ²A = −18βµνρΓνρ²A with β closed and anti-self-dual. Notice the form of the corrections here
(in terms of β) are almost identical to those from (53) and (54) (in terms of h). The fact that
h is self-dual whereas β is anti-self-dual is rather significant though since it is only the latter
which is compatible with the conformal structure and necessitates the non-vanishing fermionic
mass term in (56).
If ² is an algebraic twistor spinor of the form (55) but with respect to D =∇+C, the same story
follows after gauging the R-symmetry and replacing ∇ with D in the expressions above.
7.1.1. Supergravity backgrounds. Solutions of (53) with dh = 0 correspond to bosonic super-
symmetric backgrounds of minimal Poincaré supergravity in six dimensions. A classification
of all such backgrounds which solve the supergravity equations of motion was obtained in [36]
and also [37] for the case of maximally supersymmetric solutions.
Symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors in d = 6 can be thought of locally as vectors in H2 so there
can be no more than two linearly independent quaternionic ² which solve (53). Whence any
bosonic supersymmetric background is either maximally or minimally supersymmetric. We
defer to [36] for a description of the minimally supersymmetric solutions.
As shown in [37], there is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximally supersymmetric
backgrounds and isomorphism classes of six-dimensional lie groups equipped with bi-invariant
lorentzian metric and self-dual parallelising torsion. This restricts all maximally supersym-
metric geometries to be locally isometric to either R1,5, AdS3×S3 or a plane wave. Any such
solution admits a trivial oxidation to a half-BPS solution within the first class of supergravity
vacua in ten dimensions to be discussed in section 8.1.1.
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The algebraic twistor spinor equation ∇µ²A =−18βµνρΓνρ²A with β closed and anti-self-dual has
a simple solution on M =AdS3×S3 with β= 12γ (volAdS3 −volS3), for any real constant γ. The
twistor spinor ² onM decomposes into a tensor product of Killing spinors on the AdS3 and S3
factors (with Killing constant γ on AdS3 and iγ on S3). Indeed, it is related to the maximally
supersymmetric Freund-Rubin AdS3×S3 solution of minimal Poincaré supergravity mentioned
above by a sign change in the relative orientation between the AdS3 and S3 factors.
7.2. Matter supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell matter supermultiplet in d = 6 contains
four real bosonic scalars φAB˙ and a fermionic Weyl spinor ψA˙ (we take ψA˙ with negative chir-
ality, i.e. ΓψA˙ = −ψA˙). Dotted indices denote the complex doublet representation of a usp(2)
global symmetry for the matter supermultiplet. This is distinct from the usp(2) R-symmetry
acting on undotted indices encountered above (though we use the same tensorial conven-
tions for both usp(2) factors). The four bosonic scalars obey the reality condition (φAB˙)∗ =
εAC εB˙D˙φ
CD˙ , defining the vector representation of so(4) ∼= usp(2)⊕usp(2). The fermionic Weyl
spinors obey (ψA˙)∗ = εA˙B˙BψB˙, a symplectic Majorana condition but with respect to the other
usp(2) factor. The 4 on-shell fermionic degrees of freedom of ψA˙ match the 4 on-shell bosonic
degrees of freedom of φAB˙. Both fields are valued in a (real form of a) quaternionic unitary
representation V of g. The g-invariant inner product 〈−,−〉 is a real symmetric C-bilinear form
on V .
The supersymmetry transformations for the matter supermultiplet coupled to the minimal
gauge supermultiplet on R1,5 are
δ²φ
AB˙ = ²AψB˙
δ²ψ
A˙ = 2( /DφBA˙)²B , (57)
where ²A is a constant bosonic symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor with positive chirality. Squar-
ing (57) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ after imposing fermionic equation of motion /DψA˙ +2λB ·φBA˙ = 0.
Whence, the supersymmetry algebra closes on-shell.
Up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
LM =−12〈DµφAB˙,DµφAB˙〉− 14〈ψ
A˙, /DψA˙〉+ 12〈φAB˙,Y AC ·φCB˙〉+〈ψA˙,λB ·φBA˙〉 , (58)
is invariant under (49) and (57). The integral of LM on R1,5 is classically scale-invariant,
with (φAB˙,ψA˙) having dimensions (2, 52 ) and (Aµ,λ
A,Y AB) assigned their canonical dimensions
(1, 32 ,2). It is also manifestly invariant under the usp(2)⊕usp(2) global symmetry.
The conformal coupling of (57) and (58) onM follows via the improvement terms described in
(7) and (5). Relative to their minimal coupling onM , this involves adding a term 43φ
BA˙ /∇²B to
the right hand side of δ²ψA˙ in (57) and a term − 110 R〈φAB˙,φAB˙〉 to LM. If ² is a twistor spinor
onM , the conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations for the matter fields close on-
shell with δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΛ+δρ, where (φAB˙,ψA˙) are assigned their canonical weights (−2,−52 ),
with Weyl parameter σ = −16∇µξµ and R-symmetry parameter ρAB = 23 (²A /∇²B + ²B /∇²A), just
as for the conformally coupled off-shell Yang-Mills supermultiplet. Furthermore, the integral
of the conformally coupled matter lagrangian on M is invariant under these supersymmetry
transformations.
If ² is a twistor spinor with respect to D = ∇+C, the same story follows after gauging the
R-symmetry and replacing ∇ with D in the expressions above.
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7.3. Tensor supermultiplet. The minimal on-shell abelian tensor supermultiplet in d = 6
contains a bosonic 2-form gauge field Bµν, a real bosonic scalar φ and a fermionic symplectic
Majorana-Weyl spinor χA. We take the field strength H = dB to be anti-self-dual (H = −∗H),
χA with negative chirality (ΓχA = −χA) and /∂χA = 0 as its equation of motion. The 4 on-shell
fermionic degrees of freedom of χA are matched by the 3 on-shell bosonic degrees of freedom of
Bµν plus one of φ. All fields are abelian.
The supersymmetry transformations on R1,5 are
δ²Bµν = ²AΓµνχA
δ²χ
A =− 112 HµνρΓµνρ²A+∂µφΓµ²A
δ²φ= ²AχA , (59)
where ²A is a constant bosonic symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor with positive chirality. The
transformations in (59) are scale-covariant; ²A has dimension −12 and (Bµν,χA,φ) have must
have dimensions (∆,∆+ 12 ,∆), for some constant ∆. Squaring (59) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΩ, after
imposing equations of motion H =−∗H and /∂χA = 0, where δΩB = dΩ, δΩχA = 0 and δΩφ = 0
under the abelian gauge symmetry with 1-form gauge parameter Ωµ = Bµν ξν−φξµ. Whence,
the supersymmetry algebra closes on-shell. (Anti-)self-duality of H obstructs the straightfor-
ward construction of a supersymmetric lagrangian for this theory.
The conformal coupling of (59) on M follows via the improvement term described in (7). Rel-
ative to the minimal coupling on M , this means adding a term 23 φ /∇²A to the right hand side
of δ²χA in (59). The minimally coupled equations of motion H = −∗H and /∇χA = 0 are auto-
matically Weyl-invariant onM , provided χA has weight −52 . If ² is a twistor spinor onM , the
conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations close on-shell with δ2² =Lξ+δσ+δΩ+δρ,
where (Bµν,χA,φ) are assigned their canonical weights (0,−52 ,−2), the Weyl parameter σ =
−16∇µξµ and the R-symmetry parameter ρAB = 23 (²A /∇²B+²B /∇²A).
A novel minimally supersymmetric coupling of the tensor multiplet to the off-shell Yang-Mills
multiplet on R1,5 was obtained in [38]. The supersymmetry transformations are
δ²Bµν = ²AΓµνχA+κ (Aµ,δ²Aν)−κ (Aν,δ²Aµ)
δ²χ
A =− 112H µνρΓµνρ²A+∂µφΓµ²A+ κ2 (δ²Aµ ,ΓµλA)
δ²φ= ²AχA , (60)
where κ is a constant and Hµνρ = Hµνρ +6κ (A[µ,∂νAρ])+2κ (Aµ, [Aν,Aρ]). In addition to the
abelian tensor gauge symmetry under δΩB = dΩ, the field strength H is also invariant un-
der the infinitesimal gauge transformations δΛBµν = −2κ (Λ,∂[µ,Aν]) and δΛAµ = DµΛ, with
δΛχ
A = 0 and δΛφ = 0. Squaring (60) gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΩ+δΛ, with the same abelian Ω and
g-valued Λ gauge parameters as above, after imposing the equations of motion
H +µνρ =−κ4 (λ
A
,ΓµνρλA) , /∂χA = κ
(
1
2 (F
µν,ΓµνλA)+ (Y AB,λB)
)
. (61)
If (Bµν,χA,φ) have dimensions (∆,∆+ 12 ,∆) and (Aµ,λA,Y AB) are assigned their canonical di-
mensions (1, 32 ,2), (60) and (61) are scale-invariant provided κ has dimension ∆−2. Whence, κ
is dimensionless for ∆= 2.
The conformal coupling on M proceeds just as for the ungauged theory, requiring only the
addition of 23 φ /∇²A to the right hand side of δ²χA relative to the minimal coupling of (60).
The minimal coupling of the equations of motion (61) are automatically Weyl-invariant onM ,
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provided χA has weight −52 . If ² is a twistor spinor on M , the conformally coupled super-
symmetry transformations close on-shell with δ2² = Lξ+δσ+δΩ+δΛ+δρ, after imposing the
minimally coupled field equations (61).
If ² is a twistor spinor with respect to D = ∇+C, the same story follows after gauging the
R-symmetry and replacing ∇ with D in the expressions above.
Note that closure of the conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations for the tensor
multiplet is off-shell with respect to the conformally coupled Yang-Mills supermultiplet. As we
have already seen, the minimally coupled Yang-Mills lagrangian is not supersymmetric with
respect to the conformally coupled transformations. Furthermore, the self-dual projection in
the first equation in (61) continues to hamper the construction of a lagrangian for the tensor
multiplet. However, let us consider the special case where the supersymmetry parameter ² is
an algebraic twistor spinor obeying ∇µ²A =−18 βµνρΓνρ²A, with β closed and anti-self-dual. In
this case, recall that supersymmetry is restored with lagrangian (56) for the Yang-Mills mul-
tiplet (after using a Weyl transformation to fix the conformal compensator). Remarkably, the
coefficients of β in this correction term for the Yang-Mills lagrangian are actually proportional
to the κ-dependent terms in the first equation (61) for the tensor multiplet! Indeed, by drop-
ping the assumption that β is closed, and thinking of it as a lagrange multipler, one can obtain
the first equation in (61) as a constraint by adding the term 112κβ
µνρHµνρ from the tensor mul-
tiplet to the supersymmetric Yang-Mills lagrangian. The integral of this term on M is not
supersymmetric on its own unless β is closed, which is the equation of motion for B. Without
this constraint though, supersymmetry can be restored by adding a final term − 110κRφ to the
lagrangian. The equation R = 0 follows as an integrability condition from the algebraic twistor
spinor equation when β is closed. To summarise, up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
LSYM+ 112κ βµνρ
(
H +µνρ+ κ4 (λ
A
,ΓµνρλA)
)
− 110κ Rφ , (62)
is invariant under the conformally coupled supersymmetry transformations for the tensor and
Yang-Mills multiplets with algebraic twistor spinor parameter ² obeying ∇µ²A =−18 βµνρΓνρ²A
and β anti-self-dual. Similarly, if ² is an algebraic twistor spinor of this type but with respect
to D =∇+C, the same results follow after gauging the R-symmetry and replacing ∇ with D in
the expressions above.
Note that the correction terms involving fields from the tensor multiplet vanish identically in
Minkowski space. This rather odd way of deriving the field equation H +µνρ = −κ4 (λ
A
,ΓµνρλA)
from (62) is therefore only possible when M is curved. The absence of terms involving χA in
(62) is also noteworthy. The supersymmetry variation of the minimal coupling of the second
equation in (61), that is associated with the equation of motion for χA, gives
− 12∇ρ[H +µνρ+ κ4 (λ
B
,ΓµνρλB)]Γµν²A+ [∇2φ− 15Rφ+2κLSYM]²A . (63)
The equation of motion for φ in (63) actually follows from setting to zero the Weyl variation of
the metric in (62). One might have expected terms proportional to
− 12∇µφ∇µφ− 110Rφ2+2κφLSYM+ 12 χA /∇χA− κ2 (Fµν,χAΓµνλA)−κ(Y AB,χAλB) , (64)
in the lagrangian, to yield the correct equations of motion for χA and φ. The reason this is not
necessary here is that their equations of motion can be generated by taking supersymmetry
variations of H +µνρ = −κ4 (λ
A
,ΓµνρλA). In a supersymmetric field theory, one typically expects
to obtain second order bosonic equations of motion by varying first order fermionic ones. The
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tensor supermultiplet is exceptional in that it contains a first order bosonic field equation that
generates them all.
8. d= 10
The clifford algebra C`(1,9)∼=Mat32(R) and its action on R32 defines the Majorana spinor rep-
resentation. The ±1 eigenspaces of Γ under the action of Mat32(R) are isomorphic to R16 and
define the ± chirality Majorana-Weyl spinor representations.
The identities in (1) imply
ΓαΓµΓα =−8Γµ , ΓαΓµνρΓα =−4Γµνρ , ΓαΓµνρστΓα = 0 , (65)
and
Γµ1...µkΓ=σk−1 1(10−k)! εµ1...µkνk+1...ν10Γνk+1...ν10 , (66)
where ε01...9 = 1 and Γ=−Γ0Γ1...Γ9.
The charge conjugation matrix obeys (CΓµ1...µk )
t =−σkCΓµ1...µk and so Γµ1...µk²=σk ²Γµ1...µk for
any Majorana spinor ². Thus any two fermionic Majorana spinors ψ and χ obey
χΓµ1...µkψ=σkψΓµ1...µkχ , (67)
(For either ψ or χ bosonic, one just puts an overall minus sign in (67).)
Any two Majorana-Weyl spinors ψ± and χ± (with the same ± chirality) obey
χ±Γµ1...µkψ± = 0 , (68)
for any k even, since Pt± = P∓ and P±Γµ = ΓµP∓. For ψ± and χ± fermionic, two useful Fierz
identities are
ψ±χ± =− 132
(
2(χ±Γ
µψ±)Γµ− 13 (χ±Γµνρψ±)Γµνρ+ 15! (χ±Γµνρστψ±)Γµνρστ
)
P∓
ψ±χ∓ =− 116
(
(χ∓ψ±)1− 12 (χ∓Γµνψ±)Γµν+ 14! (χ∓Γµνρσψ±)Γµνρσ
)
P± . (69)
(For either ψ± or χ± bosonic, (69) just acquires an extra minus sign.) The bilinear χ±Γµνρστψ±
defines a five-form that is self-dual if the spinors have positive chirality and anti-self-dual if
the spinors have negative chirality.
For a non-zero bosonic Majorana-Weyl spinor ² with positive chirality, (67) and (68) imply only
the bilinears ξµ = ²Γµ² and ζµνρστ = ²Γµνρστ² built from ² do not vanish identically. The Fierz
identity (69) for ² reads
²²= 132 (2 /ξ+ /ζ)P− , (70)
and a useful subsidiary identity is
−Γµν²²Γν =
[(
²²− 12 /ξ
)
Γµ+ξµ1]P+ . (71)
The self-dual 5-form ζ=∗ζ obeys identically ξµζµνρστ = 0 implying that ζµνρστ = 5ξ[µΩνρστ] for
some 4-form Ω on R1,9 obeying ξµΩµνρσ = 0.
The isotropy algebra h² of ² is isomorphic to so(7)nR8 < so(1,9) and k² ∼= (so(8) /so(7)nR8)⊕R.
Relative to a null orthonormal basis (e+,e−,ea) on R1,9, with η+− = 1 and ηab = δab on R8 ⊂R1,9,
let us fix ξ= e+ so that Γ+²= 0. The orientation tensor on R8 is εa1...a8 with ε1...8 =−ε+−1...8 =−1.
The components Ωabcd = ²ΓabcdΓ−² define a self-dual so(7)-invariant Cayley form on R8 and
Γab²=−16ΩabcdΓcd². The quadratic identity Ωabe fΩcde f +4Ωabcd−12δc[aδdb] = 0 for the Cayley
form permits the decomposition of so(8) into so(7)⊕ so(8) /so(7) via the respective projection
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operators 18 (6δ
c
[aδ
d
b]+Ωabcd) and 18 (2δc[aδdb]−Ωabcd). Adapting this basis to a local frame onM
allows us to express
∇µ²= aµ²+baµΓaΓ−²+ 12 cabµ Γab² , (72)
in terms of real one-forms a, b and c valued respectively in the R, R8 and so(8) /so(7) factors of
k², corresponding to the intrinsic torsion associated with the so(7)nR8-structure. Notice that
∇µξν does not involve c. Demanding that ξ be a conformal Killing vector fixes a− = 0, aa =−ba−,
ba+ = 0 and bab+bba = δaba+. Consequently, from (72), one derives the twistor spinor equation
Dµ² = 110Γµ /D² with respect to connection Dµ = ∇µ+ tµ, where tµ = BµaΓaΓ−+ 12 Cabµ Γab. The
component Bµa has B+a = 0 = B−a and Bba = −34b[ba]− 18Ωbacdbcd, whence spanning so(7) <
h². The other component Cabµ has C
ab+ = −cab+ + 18b[ab]− 116Ωabcdbcd, Cab− = −cab− , Cabc = −cabc +
1
2δ
[a
c ab]− 14Ωcabdad, whence spanning T∗M ⊗so(8) /so(7).
From equation (3.34) in [39], for bosonic supersymmetric backgrounds, setting to zero the full
Poincaré plus conformal supersymmetry variations of the gravitino and dilatino in the minimal
conformal supergravity multiplet in ten dimensions also yields a twistor spinor equation. This
follows after performing a Weyl transformation with parameter ϕ10/w, in terms of the dilaton
ϕ that is defined in [39] with Weyl weight w. The twistor spinor equation from the gravitino
variation is with respect to a connection with three-form torsion proportional to ϕ54/w times the
Hodge-dual of the seven-form flux for the six-form gauge field in the conformal supergravity
multiplet. This can be identified with the connection D above only when t can be related to
components of the three-form torsion. However, even when this can be done, the identification
must also be compatible with the additional constraints which come from setting to zero the
supersymmetry variation of the dilatino in the conformal supergravity background.
8.1. Yang-Mills supermultiplet. The on-shell Yang-Mills supermultiplet in d = 10 contains
a bosonic gauge field Aµ and a fermionic Majorana-Weyl spinor λ (we take λ with positive
chirality, i.e. Γλ=λ).
The supersymmetry transformations on R1,9 are
δ²Aµ = ²Γµλ
δ²λ=−12FµνΓµν² , (73)
where ² is a constant bosonic Majorana-Weyl spinor with positive chirality. Squaring (73)
gives δ2² = ξµ∂µ+δΛ with gauge parameter Λ = −ξµAµ, after imposing the fermionic equation
of motion /Dλ = 0. Whence, the supersymmetry algebra closes on-shell. Under (73), one finds
δ²( /Dλ)= (DνFµν)Γµ², where DνFµν = 0 is the equation of motion for Aµ.
Up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
LSYM =−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ) . (74)
is invariant under (73), and gives DνFµν = 0 and /Dλ= 0 as equations of motion.
We now consider the minimally coupled version of (73) on a ten-dimensional lorentzian spin
manifoldM . Notice that they are automatically Weyl-covariant onM . Squaring them gives
δ2²Aµ =LξAµ+DµΛ
δ2²λ=ξµ∇µλ+ [λ,Λ]−Γµν²(∇µ²)Γνλ+
(
²²− 12 /ξ
)
/Dλ
=Lξλ+ [λ,Λ]+
(
²²− 12 /ξ
)
/Dλ
+ 132
[
9(∇µξµ)1−
(∇µξν−5²Γµνρ∇ρ²)Γµν− (²Γµνρ∇σ²− 124∇τζµνρστ) Γµνρσ]λ . (75)
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Determining the general conditions necessary for on-shell closure onM is complicated by the
possibility of additional terms modifying the fermion equation of motion. We will therefore not
attempt to address this problem systematically. However, we shall obtain an interesting class
of solutions by focussing on the following ansatz.
Consider an ² which obeys the two conditions
∇µ²= 18HµνρΓνρ² , GµΓµ²= 112HµνρΓµνρ² , (76)
for some three-form H and one-form G on M . The first condition implies ∇µξν = 12 Hµνρξρ,
whence ξ is a Killing vector. Hitting the second condition in (76) with ² implies ξµGµ = 0.
Hitting it with ²Γαβ and ²Γαβγδ gives two more useful subsidiary identifies
1
6H
µνρζαβµνρ =Hαβµξµ−4G[αξβ]
Hµν[αζ
µν
βγδ] = 2H[αβγξδ]−ζαβγδµGµ . (77)
In fact, ξµGµ = 0 and (77) are equivalent to the second condition in (76).
Substituting (76) into (75) and using (77) gives
δ2²Aµ =LξAµ+DµΛ
δ2²λ=Lξλ+ [λ,Λ]+
[
²²− 12 /ξ
]
F , (78)
where
F= ( /D− /G− 14 /H)λ . (79)
Thus on-shell closure of the supersymmetry algebra is established for any ² obeying (76), with
F = 0 in (79) describing the equation of motion for λ. The transformation of (79) under (73)
gives
δ²F=BµΓµ² , (80)
where
Bµ =DνFµν−2FµνGν− 12HµνρFνρ . (81)
The equation of motion for Aµ is thereforeBµ = 0 and the on-shell identity DµBµ = 0 constrains
the data in (76) such that
2∇[µGν] =−12∇ρHµνρ+HµνρGρ . (82)
If G = dΦ, (82) implies d (e−2Φ∗H)= 0 while (76) and (77) imply
∇[α
(
e−2Φξβ]
)= 112 e−2ΦHµνρζαβµνρ (83)
∇µ (e−2Φζµαβγδ)=−4e−2ΦH[αβγξδ] .
In that case, the equations of motion (79) and (81) follow from the lagrangian
e−2Φ
[
−14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ)+ 18 (λ, /Hλ)+ 12Hµνρ(Aµ,∂νAρ+ 13 [Aν,Aρ])
]
, (84)
Moreover, up to boundary terms, (84) is invariant under the minimal coupling of the super-
symmetry transformations in (73). The prefactor e−2Φ acts as an effective gauge coupling in
(84). For generic backgrounds with H 6= 0, notice that supersymmetry necessitates both a mass
term for λ and a Chern-Simons coupling for the gauge field. Closure of e−2Φ∗H ensures that
the Chern-Simons coupling is gauge-invariant.
Before concluding with a brief discussion of supergravity backgrounds and decoupling limits
for the on-shell theory above, it is perhaps worth making a few remarks about the novel (par-
tially) off-shell formulation of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on R1,9 that was found by
Berkovits in [40] (see also [41,42]). To match the 16 off-shell fermionic degrees of freedom of λ,
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the 9 off-shell degrees of freedom of Aµ are supplemented by 7 bosonic auxiliary scalar fields
σi, where i = 1, ...,7. The supersymmetry parameter ² is also supplemented by seven linearly
independent bosonic Majorana-Weyl spinors νi, each with the same positive chirality as ². The
index i corresponds to the vector representation of the so(7) factor in the isotropy algebra of ².
The supersymmetry transformations on R1,9 are
δ²,νAµ = ²Γµλ
δ²,νλ=−12FµνΓµν²+σiνi
δ²,νσi = νi /Dλ . (85)
Squaring (85) gives δ2²,ν = ξµ∂µ+δΛ off-shell, via the identities
²Γµνi = 0 , νiΓµν j = δi j ξµ , ²²+νiνi = 12 /ξ . (86)
Furthermore, up to boundary terms, the lagrangian
− 14 (Fµν,Fµν)− 12 (λ, /Dλ)+ 12 (σi,σi) , (87)
is invariant under (85). The action of k² on ² and νi generates a nine-dimensional subspace
of the sixteen-dimensional vector space of Majorana-Weyl spinors on R1,9. Whence, this for-
mulation is manifestly off-shell with respect to nine of the sixteen linearly independent super-
charges in Minkowski space.
On a curved ten-dimensional lorentzian spin manifold M , the minimal coupling of (85) is
not automatically Weyl-covariant. However, the supersymmetry transformations can be con-
formally coupled by adding an improvement term −35 λ /∇νi to the right hand side of δ²,νσi,
relative to the minimal coupling of (85) on M . If ² and νi are twistor spinors, one finds that
δ2²,ν =Lξ+δσ+δΛ+δρ off-shell, where δσ is a Weyl variation with parameter σ=− 110∇µξµ and
δρ is an infinitesimal so(7) rotation with parameter ρ i j = 45 (νi /∇ν j−ν j /∇νi), provided the fields
(Aµ,λ,σi) are assigned their canonical Weyl weights (0,−32 ,−2).
The integral on M of the minimal coupling of lagrangian (87) is neither Weyl-invariant nor
supersymmetric for generic twistor spinors ² and νi. Even for the subclass of algebraic twistor
spinors, which yielded rigid supersymmetric lagrangian gauge theories in lower dimensions,
one finds that there are no generic solutions which can preserve the off-shell rigid supersym-
metry in ten dimensions.
8.1.1. Supergravity backgrounds. The data (M , g,G = dΦ,H = dB) solving (76) correspond
to bosonic supersymmetric backgrounds of minimal Poincaré supergravity in ten dimensions
(with dilaton Φ and 2-form gauge potential B). From this perspective, the first and second
equations in (76) correspond respectively to the vanishing of the supersymmetry variations of
the gravitino and dilatino. A classification of all such backgrounds which solve the supergravity
equations of motion was obtained in [43–45] (as a subclass of the supersymmetric solutions of
heterotic supergravity wherein the gauge sector is set to zero).
Majorana-Weyl spinors in d = 10 can be thought of locally as vectors in R16 so there can be
no more than sixteen linearly independent real ² which solve (76). For a given background,
letN ≤ 16 denote the maximum number of linearly independent positive-chirality Majorana-
Weyl spinors solving (76).
Let us now briefly survey of the landscape of N ≥ 8 solutions. As was first proven in [46], the
only N = 16 solution is M = R1,9 with G = 0 and H = 0. Between 8 <N < 16, there are only
the N = 10,12,14 ‘parallelisable’ plane wave solutions found in [47] with G = 0. The N = 8
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solutions are classified in [48] and fall into three classes. In the first class, M is a lorentzian
group manifold corresponding to one of theN = 8 entries in table 4 of [47]. In the second class,
M is a principle bundle P(G,X ), equipped with a connection C. The base X is a hyperKähler
four-manifold, on which the curvature of C must be anti-self-dual. The fibre group G must
have a six-dimensional lorentzian self-dual lie algebra which, via the results of [37], restricts
G to be locally isometric to either R1,5, AdS3×S3 or a plane wave. If C is flat, M is locally
isometric to either G×X or a generalised five-brane solution with G as its worldvolume and X
as its transverse space. In the third class,M takes the form of a superposition of fundamental
string and pp-wave solutions together with a null rotation.
8.1.2. Decoupling limit of Chapline-Manton theory. The theory constructed by Chapline and
Manton in [49] describes the minimally supersymmetric coupling of Yang-Mills and Poincaré
gravity supermultiplets in ten dimensions. This provides a local on-shell representation of the
supersymmetry algebra. We will now conclude with a brief explanation how rigid supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory on a supergravity background of the kind described above can be
recovered from a particular decoupling limit of the Chapline-Manton theory.
In the notation of [49] (with appended "CM" subscripts) we first set the gravitino ψCM and
dilatino λCM equal to zero. Now define Φ := 38 lnφCM, λ := eΦgYMχCM, H := 3
p
2e−2Φκ fCM in
terms of their dilaton φCM, gaugino χCM and three-form field fCM, where κ and gYM correspond
to the gravitational and Yang-Mills coupling constants that we find it convenient to append to
their expressions. To recover a supersymmetric background for the supergravity fields, the
supersymmetry variations of ψCM and λCM must also be set to zero. However, this can only be
done whilst keeping the fields the Yang-Mills supermultiplet dynamical in the κ/gYM→ 0 limit.
This is tantamount to taking the Planck mass to infinity whereupon the gravitational dynamics
become decoupled. In this limit, one recovers precisely (76) and (73) from the supersymmetry
transformations in equation (11) of [49]. The lagrangian (84) corresponds to the κ-independent
contribution to (10) in [49] that is subleading in the κ/gYM→ 0 limit.
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